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Individual
products
FOR YOUR BATHROOM
Customised bathrooms and challenging installation situations generally need
more than just standard solutions. Our wide range of products therefore allows
you to plan and create all kinds of bathrooms that are perfectly adapted to
your personal needs. Our mirror cabinets and bathroom furniture are available
not only in many standard dimensions but also precisely made-to-measure,
giving you plenty of design freedom.
All SPRINZ products are stand-alone units made of aluminium and glass.
Each collection of mirror cabinets, flat mirrors and bathroom furniture has
a corresponding type structure. The different models in the collections
harmonise in terms of height, depth and colour, and the colour schemes of
the collections offer countless possibilities. Apart from the two aluminium
designs – aluminium matt and aluminium gloss – we offer three colours of
glass – white, black and mirrored – which can be interchangeably combined.
A particular strength of our mirror cabinets is the fact that they can be
individually flush-mounted. The special installation boxes combined with
the cover frames ensure not only the highest design standards but also easy
assembly.
You can bring out features with integrated lights or top panel lights, which
turn light into a primary design element in the bathroom.
Take advantage of the wide range of possibilities and inject new zest into
your bathroom plan. With our made-to-measure philosophy, we offer you the
peace of mind that even if the plan changes, the basic design approach can
still be applied.

Download the latest SPRINZ
catalogue at www.sprinz.eu
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Flat mirrors
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Touchless operation with an invisible motion sensor

CENTRAL ELEMENTS IN THE
MODERN BATHROOM
The SPRINZ Smart-Line flat mirror is a great solution with a lot of options to
choose from for customers who are not planning any storage space above
their washbasin but still want plenty of functionality and benefits. A unique
feature is the corona effect: the light shines not just forwards but also up, down

Individualise your

and sideways for additional ambiance. The flat mirror is available with white

dream bathroom from page 36

light adaptation and shines glare-free through the sandblasted lighting strips.
movement sensor located behind the mirror on the bottom side.

700 mm

The light of the Smart-Line mirror is activated with touch-free operation via a

It covers all requirements with a height of 700 mm and widths ranging
from 600 to 2,000 mm. A super-flat design with a thickness of just 26 mm

600 to 2,000 mm

guarantees an elegant appearance. Custom designs are available on
request. The 6 mm thick mirror has two sandblasted sections (60 x 580 mm)
central lighting unit in sizes of 1,000 mm and upwards.

FLAT MIRRORS

700 mm

on the side, under which the light panel is installed. It is also available with a

1,000 to 2,000 mm

8 | SPRINZ

Smart-Line
SMART-LINE | 9

Ambiance effect with sandblasted lighting strips

Individualise your

LIGHT WITHOUT A
BEGINNING AND WITHOUT
AN END
The Smart-Line 4.0 model with its smooth corona is another of our bright

dream bathroom from page 36

Ø 700 mm

ideas. Its light has no beginning or end. The light shines not just forwards but

FLAT MIRRORS

also all around for additional ambiance. The light is available in neutral white
and shines glare-free through the sandblasted mirror surface with 10 mm
LED lighting. The Smart-Line 4.0 model is available in two different versions:  
round or rectangular, each with 25 mm total depth.
10 | SPRINZ

700 x
900 x
850 x
1,200 x

900 mm
700 mm
1,200 mm
850 mm

Smart-Line 4.0
SMART-LINE 4.0 | 11

Mirror cabinets
Overview, see pages 57–58
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MIRROR CABINETS

BENEFITS

CENTRAL ELEMENTS IN THE MODERN

AT A GLANCE

BATHROOM

• Can be surface-mounted, flush-mounted or partially recessed

Mirror cabinets and flat mirrors are the central elements above

• Choice between symmetrical and asymmetrical doors

the washbasin. They are a focal feature of the room and therefore

• Precisely adjustable hinges with attenuation and pre-fitted handles included

shape the architecture of the modern bathroom.

• Installation boxes optionally available for flush mounting and partially
recessed installation

With all SPRINZ mirror cabinets, the models can be custom

• Various installation cover frames optionally available with and without LED
lighting

assembled. You can include asymmetrical doors or have the
mirror cabinets made to measure.

• Different design options for items such as body, rear panel and exterior
finish, depending on the model

We offer an exceptionally wide variety of combinations and

• Illuminated rear panels available as an option

colour options. All the cabinets can also be fitted with extensive

• Interior and washbasin lighting available as an option

lighting. From rear panel lighting, interior lighting and washbasin

• Rear panel lighting available as an option for surface-mounted variant

lighting to one of the various top panel lights – everything can be

• Use of top panel lights and pendant luminaires possible

combined with everything else.

• Including white light adaptation and dimming
• Standard electrical panel with two double rocker switches and two sockets
behind right exterior door (additional panel with two sockets behind left
exterior door available as an option)

14 | SPRINZ
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Lots of model variants offer even more design freedom

STRIPPED BACK TO THE

ESSENTIALS

Individualise your dream bathroom from page 36
External lighting possibilities from page 22

The SPRINZ Classical-Line mirror cabinet collection is characterised by clean,
straight lines. Stripped back to the essentials, it’s our personal “classic” which

MIRROR CABINET

adds that special touch to your bathroom.

Classical-Line
& Classical-Line
Vario

In addition to the custom widths and heights available for all the mirror cabinet
series, it is now also possible to order the Classical-Line Vario mirror cabinet
collections with made-to-measure depths.
Cabinets can now be manufactured with depths ranging from 142 mm to
296 mm, including the 7 mm double mirror door. The interior is always 38 mm
narrower than the desired cabinet depth, and the shelves are 45 mm narrower.

16 | SPRINZ

CLASSICAL-LINE & CLASSICAL-LINE VARIO | 17

Highlights with mirrored body exteriors

Individualise your dream bathroom from page 36
External lighting possibilities from page 22

A REAL EYE CATCHER

FOR YOUR BATHROOM
The SPRINZ Modern-Line mirror cabinet collection adds flair to your
bathroom with its exterior colour scheme of white or black glass panels.
Mirrors can be used as a stylish and contemporary subtle design element.

18 | SPRINZ

MIRROR CABINET

Modern-Line
MODERN-LINE | 19

A spacious layout for lots of storage space

Individualise your dream bathroom from page 36
External lighting possibilities from page 22

PERFECTION IN

FORM AND LIGHT
The vertical lighting with LED technology including white light adaptation
and dimming as well as a detachable plastic screen is emblematic of the
design of the SPRINZ Elegant-Line mirror cabinet collection. The ElegantLine mirror cabinet is available with an aluminium matt or aluminium gloss
exterior.
20 | SPRINZ

MIRROR CABINET

Elegant-Line
ELEGANT-LINE | 21

External lighting
for mirror
cabinets
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TOP PANEL LIGHT
IN FRAME FORM (GLSR)
The LED top panel lighting in GLSR frame form is 10 mm
high, 180 mm deep, and the light projects by 140 mm. It is
available in three lengths: 600 mm, 900 mm, 1,200 mm. The
front three light bars shine warm to cold white-coloured
light downwards and onto the body as well as towards
the ceiling. The top panel light has a separate switch from
other illumination units inside the mirror cabinet.

White adaptation
and dimming

EXTERNAL LIGHTING

TOP PANEL LIGHT

FOR MIRROR CABINETS

IN FRAME FORM (GLSU)

Light means life – add a vital element to your bathroom to create your

With the LED top panel lighting in GLSU frame form,

own oasis of well-being with external lighting for mirror cabinets. The light

three lengths are available (600 mm, 900 mm, 1,200 mm).

ensures the best shaving and make-up experience.

It is 10 mm high, 180 mm deep, and the light projects by
140 mm. The front light bar shines warm to cold white light

We only use LEDs in our SPRINZ products. These are included as standard

downwards, parallel to the mirror surface. The light has a

with white light adaptation and dimming. This white adaptation means the

separate switch from other illumination units inside the

lights can be adjusted between warm white (3,000 Kelvin) and cold white

mirror cabinet.

(6,000 Kelvin) to suit your individual needs. All lighting is classed as energy
efficiency category A+.
White adaptation
and dimming
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PANEL TOP PANEL LIGHT

PENDANT LUMINAIRE

The Panel LED top panel lighting consists of an aluminium frame with

Our LED pendant luminaire can be installed in the bathroom independent-

light-conducting material. It is available in three lengths: 600 mm, 900 mm

ly of the mirror cabinet. We recommend combining it with flush-mounted

and 1,200 mm with a height of 20 mm and a depth of 180 mm. The light

mirror cabinets for optimum bathroom design. The pendant luminaire can

projects by 140 mm. The top panel light has a separate switch from other

be switched on and off via the room switch and is available in three lengths:

illumination units. The warm to cold white light shines mainly downward

600 mm, 900 mm, 1,200 mm. The warm white light shines downwards.

and can be dimmed.

White adaptation
and dimming
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Bathroom
furniture
28 | SPRINZ

BATHROOM FURNITURE | 29

Further information is available
at www.sprinz.eu

BATHROOM FURNITURE

OVERVIEW OF MODELS

A BRIGHT & BEAUTIFUL COLLECTION
SPRINZ bathroom furniture consists of stand-alone units developed to

Dimensions in mm (W x H x D). All models available in three widths (350, 400, 450), one

complement the SPRINZ mirror cabinets and flat mirrors. All furniture is

height (1,800) and two depths (155, 296), with or without an open storage compartment in

available in the classic wall-mounted version. This flexibility can breathe

two heights (200, 400).

new life into modern bathroom planning – a field of design in which there
is ever-growing scope for individuality. Contemporary surface finishes and
functional furniture are in demand. We therefore focus on the possibility of

Tall cabinet

Tall cabinet

Tall cabinet

planning across room boundaries as well as offering the peace of mind that

Model 1

Model 2

Model 4

plans can also be changed.
When it comes to bathroom furniture, we also have a standard range. In
addition, we offer custom sizes, provided they are technically feasible.
The two bathroom furniture collections SPRINZ Classical-Unit and SPRINZ
Modern-Unit are available as tall cabinets in two depths (155 mm and
296 mm) and three widths (350 mm, 400 mm, 450 mm).

with full-coverage
printing or mirror
glass door

30 | SPRINZ

with open storage compartment
and full-coverage printing or mirror
glass door

with open storage compartment
and full-coverage printing or mirror
glass door

BATHROOM FURNITURE | 31

Removable glass shelves round out the tall cabinets

THE CLASSIC LINE

Individualise your

CLASSICAL-UNIT

dream bathroom from page 36

Spoilt for choice: the aluminium exterior finish is a stylish highlight. The doors
come in black glazing or mirror glass. The range consists of three 1,800 mm
tall cabinet models.
Storage compartments of various heights, removable shelves and two different
depths for all models (155 mm, 296 mm) guarantee optimum divisions and
user convenience.
Additional items and accessories meet every possible individual, aesthetic
and design need.
32 | SPRINZ

STYLISH UNITY

Classical-Unit
CLASSICAL-UNIT | 33

Mirrored body exterior and doors create a harmonious visual impression

Individualise your

ORIGINAL DESIGN OPTIONS

dream bathroom from page 36

MODERN-UNIT
The exterior finishes are available in black, white or mirror glass. The doors
come in your choice of black glazing or mirror glass. These are more than just
surfaces – they give the bathroom a sophisticated, contemporary feel. Three
models in two depths (155 mm, 296 mm) and three widths (350 mm, 400 mm,
450 mm) satisfy individual design preferences and can be effortlessly adapted
to suit all room requirements. Variable, additional shelves accommodate more
than just your wishes. Additional items and accessories meet individual and
design needs.
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FOR INDIVIDUAL DESIGN

Modern-Unit
MODERN-UNIT | 35

Individualisation
36 | SPRINZ

INDIVIDUALISATION | 37

Surface-mounting for mirror cabinets and bathroom furniture

Cover frame to cover the joints

Partial and full recess only for mirror cabinets

Surface-mounted
mirror cabinet
(cabinet depth 155 mm)
or bathroom furniture
(cabinet depth 296 mm)

Partially recessed
mirror cabinet
with cover frame in
aluminium matt
(cabinet depth 155 mm)

SURFACE-MOUNTED,
PARTIALLY RECESSED OR
FLUSH-MOUNTED?

or as an additional design element, page 40

Flush-mounted
mirror cabinet
with cover frame in
aluminium matt
(cabinet depth 155 mm)

INSTALLATION BOX
FOR MIRROR CABINETS
The SPRINZ installation box compels with easy installation of flush-mounted
mirror cabinets. Once the box has been levelled, it is screwed to the brickwork.

In addition to the classic surface-mounted variant, where the mirror cabinet

The mirror cabinets can then be fitted into the designated suspension rails.

or item of furniture is mounted directly on the wall, SPRINZ also offers a

Another advantage of the installation box is the standardised connection

special style highlight: the flush-mounted version. SPRINZ is the only

of the cover frame to the front and body. This makes servicing or removal

manufacturer to offer the option of flush mounting cabinets within the wall.

considerably easier. It is very easy to determine the niche dimensions for

Our special installation boxes with cover frames guarantee both the highest

our products: nominal width and height plus 40 mm. The depth of the niche

design standards and very easy installation. Each cabinet is suspended

must be at least 157 mm!

individually on its own suspension rail, with the installation box mounted on
the upper traverse.

For the mirror cabinets, there are two different installation boxes: one for flush
mounting (157 mm) and the other for partially recessed mounting (107 mm).

Or you can play around with the three-dimensional look – the mirror
cabinets can also be partially recessed into the wall for a refreshingly
different room design.
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Available for all flush- and surface-mounted versions

Available for surface-mounted versions

of mirror cabinets

Cover frame aluminium matt

of mirror cabinets and bathroom furniture

Cover frame LL with LED lighting

Cover frame Taly with LED lighting

COVER FRAME

REAR PANEL LIGHTING

You can set the mirror cabinet off perfectly with one of our three cover

A subtle detail: the integrated LED lighting on the rear of the mirror cabinets

frames. Available either as an additional design element or for covering the

or bathroom furniture provides ambient light that adds an extra dimension.

installation joints of mirror cabinets, it guarantees the perfect surround for

A warm to cold white light shines to the left, right and downwards and can be

your individual needs.

controlled separately from other illumination units. The rear panel lighting
is available for all surface-mounted models. The 14 mm light increases the

There are two attractive designs to choose from:

cabinet depth from 155 mm to 169 mm or from 296 mm to 310 mm.

The bevelled version, which guarantees a soft join with the wall, is available
in aluminium matt, aluminium gloss or including LED light technology. The
rectangular shape with a purer look is only available with dimmable LED
technology. The lit frame has a separate switch.
White adaptation
and dimming

White adaptation
and dimming
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Available for mirror cabinets and bathroom furniture

INTERIOR LIGHTING
The LED lighting integrated in the top of the aluminium profile is ideal for

Available for mirror cabinets

LED REAR PANEL INTERIOR
LIGHTING

finding things fast and keeping the mirror cabinet tidy. The dimmable warm
to cold white light shines downwards and can be controlled separately from

The rear panel interior LED lighting is a real highlight and can be ordered

other illumination units in the cabinet.

as an optional extra. The light-conducting material on the inside of the rear
panel shines with a daylight colour. The lighting lets you find things fast and
keep the mirror cabinet tidy as well as being a visual highlight.

White adaptation
and dimming
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White adaptation
and dimming

LIGHTING | 43

Available for surface-mounted versions

Available for mirror cabinet

of mirror cabinets

WASHBASIN LIGHTING
This LED lighting integrated into the bottom of the aluminium profile

Elegant-Line

VERTICAL INTERIOR
LIGHTING

provides optimum and/or additional lighting above the washbasin. It is fully
integrated and flush-mounted. The dimmable warm white to cold white light

This integrated vertical LED lighting installed on the inside is available for

shines downwards and can be controlled separately from other illumination

the Elegant-Line. It lets you find things fast and keep the mirror cabinet tidy.

units in the mirror cabinet. The washbasin lighting is only available for

The lighting is fully integrated and flush, the dimmable warm white to cold

surface-mounted models.

white light shines sideways towards the inside.

White adaptation
and dimming
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White adaptation
and dimming
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MIRROR CABINETS & BATHROOM FURNITURE

Body finish
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DESIGN OF THE

BODY FINISH
The body of the mirror cabinets and bathroom furniture can be customdesigned. Depending on the model, you can choose between one or two
different body finishes:

MIRROR CABINETS

Aluminium
matt

Aluminium gloss

BATHROOM FURNITURE

Aluminium
matt
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MIRROR CABINETS & BATHROOM FURNITURE

Body exterior
& rear panel
DESIGN

BODY EXTERIOR
MODERN-LINE & MODERN-UNIT
For these models, the body exterior can be made with a glass or mirrored
surface to give you even greater design freedom.

White glass

Black glass

Mirror

DESIGN

REAR PANEL
The rear panel of mirror cabinets and bathroom furniture can also be
designed with a glass or mirrored surface.

White glass

48 | SPRINZ

Black glass

Mirror
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Special solutions
SLOPING ROOFS AND CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR BATHROOM
Customised bathrooms and challenging installation situations generally
need more than just standard solutions. This is why SPRINZ creates tailormade flat mirrors and mirror cabinets to fit perfectly into your bathroom.
Whether it is a protruding wall or sloping roof – SPRINZ can offer the right
product for every situation.
With different special finishes, lighting options, cover frames, other
accessories or special finishes for handles, the mirror cabinets are adapted
to your personal preferences. Simply contact us and together we will work
out a customised solution.
The measuring service collects all necessary data, then the measurements
are checked and applied at the SPRINZ factory.
50 | SPRINZ
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Accessories
SHAVING AND COSMETIC MIRROR

COTTON WOOL PAD DISPENSER

Chrome version, 4.5x magnification. Can be installed on body
side, rear panel or door. Mount with double mirror adhesive
tape on the rear.
Dimensions: Ø 125 mm

Chrome-plated plastic. Can be installed on body side, rear panel or
door. Mount with double mirror adhesive tape on the rear.
Dimensions: Ø 55 mm, height 165 mm

MAGNETIC RAIL

HAIR DRYER HOLDER

Chrome version. Mount with double mirror adhesive tape on the
rear. Can be installed on body side, rear panel or door.
Dimensions: 84 mm long, 10 mm thick

Chrome version, including wall bracket and two fixing screws. The screws
fit the holes drilled into the shelf supports on the body sides. Cannot be
mounted on the rear panel.
Internal diameter: 80 mm

ELECTRICAL PANEL WITH
2 SOCKETS

GLASS SHELF

Additional electrical panel can be supplied at extra cost.
Dimensions: 150 mm wide, distance between the centres of
the sockets is 60 mm

8 mm float glass, polished edges,
including shelf supports
Dimensions: 250–500 mm wide, 110 mm deep

CAN BE FREELY COMBINED
WITH ALL SPRINZ MIRROR CABINETS &
BATHROOM FURNITURE
The best way of keeping things tidy – our accessories keep the interior of
high-quality mirror cabinets and bathroom furniture perfectly organised.
They let you see things more clearly and fit with all the collections. The
Interio-Line accessories are particularly versatile. These multi-tasking, well
thought-out organisation helpers are mounted so that they cannot tilt. They
offer clever solutions for storing long and small items. Everything has its
place and is ready to hand. The elements with a white aluminium finish can
be custom-combined and are easy to suspend under the adjustable glass

RUBBER SEAL
Durable elastic rubber seals in the body narrow sides protect against
dust and moisture and give a soft closing noise.

shelves. A practical cosmetic pad dispenser rounds off the system.
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Interio-Line
TIERED HOLDER, REAR PANEL
INCLUDING 4 BOXES

TIERED HOLDER, REAR PANEL
WITHOUT BOXES

TIERED HOLDER, SIDE
INCLUDING 3 BOXES

COSMETIC BRUSH HOLDER AND
RAZOR HOLDER

Tiered holder for rear panel including 4 boxes
(2 boxes: 250 x 35 x 70 mm, 1 box: 140 x 35 x 70 mm,
1 box: 110 x 35 x 70 mm), for suspending at the rear
under the shelf, white aluminium finish
Dimensions: 260 x 195 x 72 mm

Tiered holder for rear panel without boxes, for suspending at
the rear under the shelf, white aluminium finish
Dimensions: 260 x 195 x 72 mm

Tiered holder, side, including 3 boxes (2 boxes: 70 x 35 x 70 mm,
1 box: 110 x 35 x 70 mm), for suspending at the rear or
on the side under the shelf, white aluminium finish
Dimensions: 110 x 195 x 72 mm

Cosmetic brush holder and razor holder with 2 glass tubes for
cosmetic brushes, for suspending on the side under the shelf,
white aluminium finish
Dimensions: 110 x 120 x 110 mm

BOX

COSMETIC PAD DISPENSER

COSMETIC BRUSH HOLDER, SIDE

COSMETIC BRUSH HOLDER, REAR PANEL

Box, white aluminium finish with felt bottom
for soft placement
Dimensions: 140 x 35 x 70 mm

Cosmetic pad dispenser, white aluminium finish,
with chamfer. The dispenser is clamped behind the
glass shelf. This lets you remove the pads without the
dispenser sliding around
Dimensions: 250 x 130 x 70 mm

Cosmetic brush holder, side, with 4 glass tubes for
cosmetic brushes or toothbrushes, for suspending
on the side under the shelf, white aluminium finish
Dimensions: 110 x 245 x 35 mm

Cosmetic brush holder for rear panel, with 7 glass tubes
for cosmetic brushes, suspension-mounted,
white aluminium finish
Dimensions: 50 x 195 x 45 mm

BOX

BOX

LIPSTICK AND NAIL VARNISH COMPARTMENT

BOX

Box, white aluminium finish with felt bottom
for soft placement
Dimensions: 70 x 35 x 70 mm

Box, white aluminium finish with felt bottom

Lipstick and nail varnish compartment,
white aluminium finish
Dimensions: 260 x 55 x 70 mm

Box, white aluminium finish with felt bottom
for soft placement
Dimensions: 110 x 35 x 70 mm
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for soft placement
Dimensions: 250 x 35 x 70 mm
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The proper care

OVERVIEW OF MIRROR CABINETS

OF YOUR WORLD OF BATHROOMS PRODUCTS
Our mirror cabinets, flat mirrors and bathroom furniture are made of a variety of different materials. Both the design and the
choice of material are primarily a matter of functionality and therefore use. Once the product has left our plant, it’s up to you
to ensure it receives the right care, so that you can enjoy it for as long as possible. Please read the listed care instructions. We

MOUNTING VARIANTS
Surface-mounted

Partially recessed

Flush-mounted

are sure that if you follow the care recommendations, your SPRINZ products will give you many years of enjoyment:
• Clean without water with a soft, clean cloth (ideally microfibre or chamois leather).
• For more severe soiling, wet a clean cloth or sponge with clear water and rub dry.
• E
 dges and borders of mirrors as well as acrylic covers and lighting should be dried completely, as water residue may
cause not only marks but also damage on edges and borders.
• D
 o not use a razor blade, a ceramic cooktop scraper, steel wool, an abrasive scouring sponge or scouring cream or
powder.

Surface-mounted

Flush-mounted

Partially recessed

• A
 void scouring agents, steel wool, cleaning products with abrasive additives and products containing vinegar, citric acid
or any other chemicals, as they may damage surfaces.
• A
 ggressive products like nail varnish remover or drain cleaner must never be placed on the furniture without a top! The
escaping fumes can damage mirror doors, handles, the body and other materials used in the mirror cabinet.

ELECTRICAL PANELS

HANDLE TYPES
Handle
Surface-mounted

Electrical panel, standard,
2-switch sockets on the right.

Handle
Flush-mounted

Optional extra double-socket
panel on the left.

NEW

SOFTSHINER® ANTI-FOG
No more fogged surfaces: the anti-fog effect of SoftShiner spray provides a clear view and is multifunctional. Highly concentrated bioalcohol guarantees effortless and streak-free cleanliness. The long-

MODELS WITH VARIABLE HEIGHTS AND WIDTHS
Custom
solutions
with SPRINZ

All models can also be ordered with custom heights and widths.

lasting bead-off effect gives durable protection from dirt and limescale, making cleaning significantly
easier.
Applications: mirrors, real glass showers, windows, roof windows. Also for car windows inside and out,
glass optical lenses, sun rooms and much more.

EXPLANATION OF ELECTRICAL CONNECTION
Four-wire mirror cabinet
cable is connected to
four-wire wall cable.

Four-wire mirror cabinet cable
is connected to three-wire wall
cable. Two lines must be laid to
one wall connection.

All parts of this document, in particular all images
and logos, are subject to copyright law.
No reproduction or distribution is allowed, whether as a whole or in part. No part of this documentation may be copied, photographically duplicated, reproduced, saved
on another electronic medium or converted into machine-readable form without prior written consent.
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All SPRINZ mirror cabinets have a four-wire cable. If there is only a three-wire cable for connecting above the washing area, two lines
must be laid to one wall connection. Connections must be installed by a qualified electrician.
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MIRROR CABINET MODELS AT A GLANCE

CONFIGURATION OF THE MIRROR CABINETS

Standard models

ONE CABINET, HUNDREDS OF POSSIBILITIES
Configure your customised mirror cabinet from individual elements

CLASSICAL-LINE AND MODERN-LINE (C, M)
Body height 700 mm, body depth 155 mm (C, M)/142–298 mm (CV, MV, PV), doors symmetrically arranged
Model 01

Model 02

Model 03

Model 04

Surfacemounted

Partially
recessed

Flushmounted

_

X

X

_

X

X

X

_

_

X

X

X

X

_

_

X

X

_

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

according to your preferences and needs.

Installation box (p. 39)

Cover frame (p. 40)

ELEGANT-LINE (E)
Body height 700 mm, body depth 155 mm, doors symmetrically arranged
Model 01

Model 02

Model 03

Model 04

Model 05

Rear panel lighting (p. 41)

Interior lighting (p. 42)
Model 06

Model 07

Model 08

Washbasin lighting (p. 44)

CUSTOM MODELS
Top panel lights (p. 22)

CLASSICAL-LINE AND MODERN-LINE (C, M)
Body height 700 mm, body depth 155 mm (C, M)/142–298 mm (CV, MV, PV), doors asymmetrically arranged
Model 01

Model 02

Model 03

Model 04
White light adaptation

LED rear panel interior lighting (p. 43)

ELEGANT-LINE (E)
Body height 700 mm, body depth 155 mm, doors asymmetrically arranged
Model 01

Model 02

Model 06

Model 03

Model 04

Model 07

Model 05

Interio-Line/accessories (p. 52)

Model 08

+
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Your expert trade representation

Belgium
Sanitool
Gerry van Steenbergen
Reepstraat 101 b
BE-9170 Sint-Gillis-Waas
Phone +32 (0)37 070 760
Mobile +32 (0)47 634 518 5
steenbergen@sprinz.eu
France
Riviera Bathroom
Cyrille Rouillat
152 chemin des oliviers
F-83143 Le Val
Phone +33 (0)98 179 747 0
Fax
+33 (0)98 170 268 4
rivierabathrooms@sprinz.eu
France (Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes)
S2C
Cyrille Chamoux
381 chemin de Chossy
F-42380 Perigneux
Mobile +33 (0)6 72 81 21 65
cyrille.chamoux@gmail.com
Spain
Mundo Furore S.L.
Dirk Sievers
Avenida Can Carbonell 27
E-07141 Marratxi
Phone +34 (0)97 178 176 1
Mobile +34 (0)65 184 593 9
furorebaleares@sprinz.eu

Georgia
Teimuraz Shengelia
Vasha Pshavelas 1
shesaxvevi Nr. 3, bina 191
Tbilisi, 0177 Georgia
Phone +995 (0) 599 539 917
schengelia@sprinz.eu

Export
Joh. Sprinz GmbH & Co. KG
Lagerstraße 13
D-88287 Grünkraut-Gullen
Phone +49 (0)75 137 997 59
+49 (0)75 137 997 51
Fax
+49 (0)75 156 080 859
export@sprinz.eu

Kasachstan
Erna Wiebe
Anne-Frank-Weg 22
D-33818 Leopoldshöhe
Mobile +49 (0)176 666 736 45
wiebe@sprinz.eu
Poland
Biuro Techniczne ROLEXIM
ul. Nowiny 12
PL-80020 Gdansk
Mobile +48 (0)60 237 572 5
rolexim@sprinz.eu
Russia
Andrey Vasilyuk
Novaya street 10 / box 54
RUS-125635 Moskau
Phone +7 (0)49 579 082 02
vasilyuk@sprinz.eu
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